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PRIVELEGED INFORMATION

We heartily congratulate the following Final Year Students C.S.ASHWIN, S.RAMACHANDRAN and K.R.RANGARAJAN of our Department, who have bought much laurels to the college by presenting their paper titled “DISANCE – BRAIN MAPPED MOBILITY FOR PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED” in the 2nd INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE of software engineering and data mining(SEDM) 2010 at CHENGDU, CHINA held on 23 - 25 June 2010. Their paper is being published in the IEEE (Institute Of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) EXPLORE Digital library online which provides the world’s highest quality technical literature in engineering and technology. SEDM is one of the most competitive conferences which nominates 300 papers from millions posted by students and staff authorities for their great support and encouragement for the students who had provided them scholarship amount of Rs.30,000 for the above.